
EDUCATION

2016 – 2020
Interior Design BA(Hons) 
University of Huddersled
 •  •  Won the award for ‘Best 
Conceptual Approach’ for my 
Final Major Project and I will be 
featured on the Dezeen Virtual 
Design Festival.

2014 – 2016
AAll A Levels achieved A-C in 
Fine Art, English Language, 
General Studies and Maths
 Xaverian College (Manchester) 
 •  Part of the Stage and Prop 
Design Society for the college 
Drama performances.

2009 – 20142009 – 2014
11 GCSEs achieved A*-B 
including Art, Design 
Technology and Maths.
Hulme Hall Grammar School
 •  School Prefect
 •   •  Represented the school on 
the Netball, Rounders and 
athletics teams.

HOBBIES

IIn my spare time I like to ll 
small notebooks that I carry 
with around with sketches and 
ideas whenever I have any free 
time. I also create paintings at 
home and I love to go to see 
live music whether that be 
conconcerts or smaller, intimate 
gigs. I am an avid music fan 
and collect vinyl records.

ABOUT ME

I am a dependable and I am a dependable and 
hardworking person that 
is able to work to a time 
frame and can work under 
pressure well. I am always 
eager to learn new skills 
and gain experience 

whewherever I can. I work well 
in a team, as well as 
individually, and can 
become a valuable team 
member with creative and 
innovative ideas.

I volunteered as a St. John  
Ambulance Cadet for two 
years during secondary 
school and learnt First Aid 
but also about respect 
and discipline.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Sept 2018 - Aug 2019
Sandwich Year Placement

Creative Assistant
De Freitas Design/AXI

 •  •  Worked on numerous 
commercial and residential 
projects under an Interior 
Designer assistant role.
 •  Created moodboards, 

Technical Drawings, rendering, 
visuals and sketchup models.
 •  Had  •  Had my designs and ideas 

used in residential and 
commercial projects.

 •  Had meetings with clients 
and suppliers.

 •  Attended events 
representing the company.

 •   •  Responsible for Social Media.

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign

AutoCAD
Hand-sketching
Microsoft Office
Model MakingModel Making
SketchUp

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Positive
Strong work ethic

Working collaboratively
Creative

Problem solverProblem solver
Self motivated

HOLLY
THOMAS
Interior Designer

EMAIL
hollyathomas@hotmail.co.uk

INSTAGRAM: 
@hollythomasinteriordesign

LINKEDIN:
hhttps://www.linkedin.com/in/
holly-thomas-4a5145153
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FINAL MAJOR PROJECT
FREE SPIRIT - BAR AND RETAIL
33 OLDHAM STREET, NORTHERN QUARTER, MANCHESTER

TAROT THEMED BAR AND RETAIL SPACE THAT SPECIALISES IN NON-
ALCOHOLIC SPIRITS WITH THE CONCEPT OF COSMIC CLARITY AIMED 

AT SOBER CURIOUS MILLENIALS. TEMPERANCE MEANS TO ABSTAIN OR 
MODERATE THE USE OF ALCOHOL BUT IT IS ALSO A TAROT CARD.

Oldham Street is classed as the main high street of the Northern 
Quarter and is home to many independent and unique businesses. 
In the 1830s there were Temperance Houses along Oldham Street 
which are non-alcoholic establishments. Now, it is a trendy area that 

appeals to younger generations.

The concept started from three words that kept appearing in my 
research about moderating alcohol: clarity, focus and reflection. I 
also looked into the connotations of the word spirit which led me 
to spiritural realms, mysticism and enlightenment. The word cosmic 
means vast, just like how there are many interpretations of the word 

spirit so the phrase Cosmic Clarity captures my concept well.
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THE REASON

There is a fast growing community 
of people, called the Sober 

Curious, and there aren’t many 
environment that are tailored to 

their needs.

THE AIM 

• Create a fun experience.
• Create a sociable and inclusive 

environment.
• To end the stigma of not drinking 

alcohol. 
• Allow consumers to become 
knowledgeable about what is 

available on the market.

Millenials are the most affected 
age group of  the sober curious 

movement. Appealing to a diverse 
audience of Aspirers, Succeeders, 

Reformers and Explorers will 
create a more varied community 

of people that will utilise the space 
to its full potential and create 

assorted viewpoints and unique 
reasons for going alcohol free that 
will enrich the consumer pool and 

drive the brand.

Aspirer

Ellie - 21 years old

Social Media 
Influencer

Keeping up with the 
#sobercurious trend.

SheShe does drink 
occassionally but 
suffers with anxiety 
and wants to know 
more about how cutting 
down on alcohol can 
help with her mental 

hehealth.

Explorer

Steph - 25 years old

Small Business Owner

FFeels exhausted and 
lost and wants to have 
more energy and time 
to go out and try new 
things but also to 
become more focussed 
at her job so she can 
exexpand on her 
independent business.

Succeder

Simon - 29 years old

Entrepreneur

RRecently did Dry 
January and liked the 
mental and physical 
benefits of stopping 
drinking for the month 
and wants to learn 
about what alcohol-free 
drdrinks are on the 
market to help him 
limit his alcohol intake 

in the long term.

Reformer

David - 34 years old

Personal Trainer

DDoesn’t drink for 
fitness and health 
reasons. Feels like he 
doesn’t have a social 
life due to this and only 
knows people through 
work. He wants to go 
ouout, make new friends 
not be judged for not 

drinking.

Audience ProfilesTARGET AUDIENCE - SOBER CURIOUS MILLENNIALS

ASPIRER SUCCEEDER REFORMER EXPLORER

THE NON-ALCOHOLIC SPIRITS ARE A FAST GROWING MARKET AND IT 
ORIGINATED IN THE UK WITH BRANDS LIKE SEEDLIP, CEDER’S AND CELTIC 

SOUL. ACCORDING TO GLOBALDATA, THE SALES OF NA SPIRITS IS GOING TO 
‘‘MORE THAN DOUBLE IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS’’ (GLOBALDATA, 2020).

ELLIE - 21 YEARS OLD
Social Media Influencer

Keeping up with the 
#sobercurious trend She 
does drink occasionally 
but suffers with anxiety 
and wants to know 
more about how cutting 
down her alcohol intake 
can benefit her mental 
health.

SIMON - 29 YEARS OLD
Entrepreneur

Recently did Dry January 
and liked the mental 
and physical benefits of 
stopping drinking for a 
month He wants to learn 
about what NA drinks he 
can have instead help 
him limit his alcohol 
intake for the long term.

DAVID -  32 YEARS OLD
Personal Trainer

Doesn’t drink alcohol 
for fitness and health 
reasons. Feels like his 
social life suffers due 
to this and only knows 
people through his work. 
He wants to go out and 
meet new people but 
not be judged for not 
drinking.

STEPH - 25 YEARS OLD
Small business owner

Feels exhausted and 
wants to become 
more focussed at work 
and become more 
productive.  She also 
wants to have more 
energy to go out and 
enjoy moments with her 
family whenever she has 
time.
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FOLLOWING ON 
FROM MY CONCEPT, 

I CREATED A 
CONCEPT MODEL 
BY PLAYING WITH 

HOROSCOPE 
CONSTELLATIONS 
WHICH WAS USED 
WHEN DESIGNING. 

ALSO, 
FINDING STAR 

CONSTELLATION 
MAPS AND 

DIALS WHEN 
RESEARCHING MY 
CONCEPT HELPED 
WHEN DESIGNING 

AS THEY ARE 
DEPICTED 

DIAGRAMATICALLY 
WITH CIRCLES SO I 
COULD REFER BACK 

TO THIS SHAPE 
THROUGHOUT MY 

DESIGN. FIRST FLOOR SEATING VISUAL

This concept model has been adapted 
and used throughout my design to help 
my design story through the building. It 
has been used in both the bar on the first 
floor and the retail area on the ground 
floor and this can be seen through the 
front windows so that consumers can 

visually link the spaces together.
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GROUND FLOOR

SITE MODEL

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

   
   

Be
sp

oke Dichroic Glass Podium
 Shelves

W
ax

m

an Ceramics Vintage Ladeira Tiles VN-42
Hav

woods HW9602 Engineered O
ak Flooring

    
   

   
   

 F
or

bo
 Coral Logo Bespoke Entrance M

atting
The customer enters the ground floor on an inclining ramp and bridge which takes brings them into the retail 
space. This area was inspired by the vintage apothecary aesthetic with the dark oak flooring and the vintage tiles 
that still hint back to the concept. Dichroic Glass has been used as it relates to the concept; there are different 
colours within the glass depenting on how you look at it like how the word ‘spirit’ has different meanings 
depending on how the individual interprets it.

CS Supplies Impact Resistant Acrylic Mirror
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GROUND FLOOR

BRIDGE RETAIL SPACE VISUAL

The entrance of the ground floor incapsulates the key concept words clarity, focus and reflection with the 
different glass elements, the large suspended magnifying glasses and the convex and angled mirrors. 

Brass Sheet Ceiling Feature

Dul
ux

 T
ra

de
 D

iam
ond High Perform

ance Eggshell

Rip
pl

ed
 G

la
ss

 su

pplied by Nathan Allan G
lass Studios

Cylinder Pendant Light by A
pparatus
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As the customer moves into the space, they enter the sampling 
and product area. The sample fountain takes inspiration from the 
Ace of Cups tarot card and contains the hero products that are 
displayed on the surrounding shelves. The suspended signage is 
interchangeable for when the hero products change.

At the rear of the ground floor is the point of service area. The 
product display cabinets and library ladders are for staff members 
to use to collect products that customers buy on the touch screen 
tablets and contactless payment on the poseur table.

The cabinets are lockable and the hero product displays can be 
taken away for the night time use of the bar upstairs. Customers 
will only know about the bar if they speak to a member of staff or 
have spoken to others who have been their before. This creates 
curiosity and intrigue and becomes a word-of-mouth experience.

GROUND FLOOR

SAMPLE FOUNTAIN VISUAL

In
ox

 Po
seur Brass Table Base supplied by Defrae

M
ar

bl
e T

abletop supplied by D
efrae Contract Furniture

POINT OF SERVICE VISUALPRODUCT DISPLAY CABINET ELEVATION8



FIRST FLOOR

SITE MODEL

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

W
ax

m

an Ceramics Melisandre A
nthracitr Tiles

Hav
woods HW9602 Engineered O

ak Flooring

Panaz Allure Duck Egg Velvet 155

Up on the first floor is the bar. It takes its colours 
from the Albano -Waite Temperance card and has 
the same plank flooring as the retail space to tie 
the two different areas together.

    
    

   
   

   
 T

ub
e 

Chandilier Shanghai by M
artinelli Luce
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FIRST FLOOR

M
quan Circle Wall Light by M

quan Studios

Ro
gu

e S

mall Stool supplied by Inside O
ut Contract

Panaz Allure Mustard Velvet 314

Ic
e C

ube Table Base supplied by Inside Out 

Ca
rn

ic
o 

Grig
io Marble Tabletops Supplied by Inside Out

Walls and Skirting colour matched to 
Valspar Inky Prose L17DW36B

FIRST FLOOR VISUAL

The wall lights have been incorporated as a nod to the sky mapping and horoscope dials that were found 
when researching the concept. The inclusion of the veined marble tops is also intentional as they symbolise 
the star constellations in galaxies. 

Panaz Allure Mustard Velvet 314
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M
quan Circle Wall Light by M

quan Studios

Ic
e C

ube Table Base supplied by Inside Out 

FIRST FLOOR

Ba
ck

lit
 W

hite Onyx Panels supplied by Dag Inter

Antique eff ect Acrylic M
irror Tiles

Le

e Broom Mini Crecent Pendant Lights

FIRST FLOOR BAR VISUAL

The walls are dark to draw attention to the backlite 
white Onyx panelled bar front and the acrylic antique 
effect mirrored ceiling. Also, some ceiling tiles are 
backlit white acrylic which acts as the lighting. The bar 
back is a simple brass frame with glass shelving and 
hidden LED striplights that will illuminate the bottles 

on the shelves.

There is a Zoltar machine on the first floor because 
customers of the retail space will be entitled to one free 
drink, chosen by Zoltar himself. When the customer 
buys a product on the ground floor, they will be given 
a token coin to use in the machine. Zoltar then predicts 
what drink the customer should try and the cards that 
the machine gives out will correlate to different non-
alcoholic cocktails. So when the card gets handed into 
the bar, the specific cocktail gets made for the customer. 
This is good because the consumer may try something 
that they wouldn’t have ordinarily have chosen and 

may find a new favourite.

FIRST FLOOR BAR ELEVATION

A
to

llo
 C

onsole Table supplied by Inside Out Contract

Bu
m

pe
r B

ar Stool supplied by Inside O
ut Contract

Panaz Allure Mustard Velvet 314
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FIRST FLOOR

Te

o Dining Chair by Vincent Sheppard
At the front of the first 
floor are the bespoke three 
way booths and the brass 
ceiling installation that was 

featured earlier.

Brass Sheet Ceiling Feature

FIRST FLOOR SEATING VISUAL12



SITE MODEL

SECOND FLOOR

W
ax

man Ceramics Vintage Carvalho VN-45 

Fo

rbo Flotex Bespoke fl ocked fl ooring

Hav
woods HW9602 Engineered O

ak Flooring

W
ax

m

an Ceramics MelisandreA
nthracite Tiles

Up on the second floor are the unisex toilet room cublicles, the disabled toilet and 
also a hidden bar that customers will only find if they visit the toilets.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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SECOND FLOOR Panaz Allure Tuscan Red  Velvet 437

Arles Mirror supplied by M
ade.com

Muraspec Abstract No.02110 Cloud
The ceiling is covered with muraspec’s abstract cloud wallpaper as the consumer has 
reached the top floor, has made their journey through the building and has hopefully 
been enlightened by their experience and lifted their spirits. 

To get to the hidden bar there is a pressure pad under the bespoke flotex flooring that 
triggers the automatic curtain rail to open for an added bit of mysticism. The tunnel is 
lined with acrylic mirror and has embedded LEDs that guide the customer through to the 
hidden bar.

Valspar In The Shadows  
X133R280D Wall Paint

TOILETS AREA VISUAL

Dulux Copper Blush

Valspar Inky Prose L17DW36B

FORBO FLOTEX BESPOKE FLOORING
14



Muraspec Abstract No.02110 Cloud

SECOND FLOOR

At
ol

lo Stool supplied by Inside O
ut Contract

Lo

afer Armchair supplied by Contracr Chair co.

Sunbury Damson Velvet 2706

Sunbury Bella Gulf Velvet 3312

Fo
rt 

Standard Assemblage Table and Bench

At
ol

lo
 Side Table supplied by Inside O

ut Contract
Bespoke Fibre Optic Cloud

This bar has more of a relaxed feel with a fibre optic cloud that transitions 
through colours. The seating is a mixture of soft seating and long tables and 
benches to create a warmer, more communal and inclusive atmosphere.

The bar itself takes inspiration from the vintage apothecary style with a 
faux drawer bar front and worn down bar back but it is modernised with 
glass shelving and a bespoke neon arch to fuse the traditional with the 
contemporary and create an eclectic space. Valspar Magic Touch L1AW1A

HIDDEN BAR VISUAL
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BASEMENT

SITE MODEL

W
ax

m

an Ceramics Vintage Ladeira Tiles VN-42

Le
on

 B
ar

 Stool supplied by Defrae Contract Furniture

CS Supplies Impact Resistant Acrylic Mirror

Pro
 to

p 
bl

ac
k 

granite crystal laminate supplied by H C Supplies

The basement has been left until the end as it is not part of the customer journey and is a staff only area. There is 
a staff toilet, cleaner’s cupboard, staff break area and the product storage room which also includes the kegs that 
will be piped to the sample fountain above on the ground floor.

The library ladders, that are accessed on the ground floor, are for staff and cleaners to use to get access to the 
area under and around the bridge.

BASEMENT PLAN

(60)
(59)
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SECTION BB

Staff Only

Product Storage

Up to 
Ground 
Floor

Up to 
First 
Floor

Up to 
Second 
Floor

Zoltar 
Machine

Unisex 
Toilets

Bar

Hidden Bar

Sample FountainProduct Display Ramp and BridgeBin 
Store

Bar Seating

Tunnel

Fire Exit
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DERMALOGICA
BOX PARK NORTH, LEEDS
SECOND YEAR PROJECT

Boxpark is a pop-up retail park made from shipping containers. There are three 
Boxpark sites: Croydon, Shoreditch and Wembley.
 
The project brief was to create a retail or lifestyle experience for a brand in a 
shipping container for a new Boxpark in Leeds called Boxpark North. I was given 
the brand Dermalogica.

I was given the task to design a face assessment centre to enhance the inherent 
qualities of the brand and to create truly memorable experiences that deliver.

CONCEPT:

PROFESSIONAL 
SKIN 

THERAPISTS 
ANALYSE 14 

AREAS OF YOUR 
FACE AND 

CREATE A ‘SKIN 
FITNESS PLAN’ 
FOR YOU AND 
PRESCRIBE 
PRODUCTS 
THAT WILL 
HELP YOUR 
MAJOR SKIN 
CONCERNS. 

This container space will be aimed 
towards more women than men with a 
ratio of 1 man to every 4 women as the 
main product ranges are aimed at the 
female demographic but there is also 
mens product collection too.

It will have a primary target audience 
age of 20-50 years old.

The design was driven by three 
keywords:

• Professional
• Passionate
• Pioneering



Dermalogica is a skincare brand that uses analysis of the skin, called face mapping, to provide the right products for the right skin concerns, for example: 
dry, aging or acne prone.
 
Dermalogica is an inclusive and non-discriminatory brand that uses a limited colour palette throughout their product range. Therefore, an accent 
of blue, which is one of Dermalogica’s leading colours, has been used in the design to aid those with visual impairments and lower desks have been 
incorporated for wheelchair users. 

The ceiling installation that leads to the seating area is inspired by the texture of the skin when  it is seen under a microscope. It is made from aluminium 

sheet and is backlit with LEDs that shine through the gaps.

RENDERED PLAN

RENDERED SECTION24



The Skin Bar is where the Face Mapping and 
consultation happens. The professional Skin 
Therapists analyse 14 areas of the face to create 
a tailored Skin Fitness Plan which is sent over to 
the Results Bar.

At the Results Bar, staff will collect the respective 
samples that correspond to the unique Skin 
Fitness Plan and give information to the 
consumer about the products and suggest a 
daily routine. Here the consumer will also be 
given a discount code to use if they are satisfied 
with the product samples and wish to buy more.

Consumers book in for a session with a Skin Therapist for Face 
Mapping on the consultation screens at the entrance of the 
container. They can book a time slot for later in the day to enjoy 
the rest of Boxpark and come back later for their session.

The consultation screens are located at an angle to also act as a 
partial privacy screen for the Face Mapping area as some people 
may be self-conscious and not want people walking past to directly 
see them. The partition is not full height to allow for some natural 
light to enter the space.

They could also use the Speed Mapping screens if they have 
limited time and/or know the type of products that they want to 
try and therefore skip the consultation stage and get fast-tracked 
to collect their samples.

BOOK A CONSULTATION 
HERE

25



Marble Tiles Flooring

Zenith Bar Stool for 
Skin Bar and Results 
Bar

Zenith Office 
Chair for Staff 
at Wheelchair 
access desks

Speckled Bar top 
for Results Bar 
and Desk

Hi-Macs material for Skin 
Bar 

Normann 
Copenhagen Flip 
Mirror for on Skin 
Bar

Aluminium Sheet 
for Ceiling 
Installation 

Fabric for 
seating created 
by the ceiling 
installation

Marble Effect 
Wallpaper for 
partition wall 
behind Results 
Bar

Powder Coating on 
Zenith Stool tubing

Blue Grout for 
between Marble 
tiles

MATERIALS BOARD
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SPACES MICRO-OFFICE
20 KING EDWARD ST, LEEDS
SECOND YEAR PROJECT

Spaces is a company that specialises in 
memberships for hot-desking offices for 
entrepreneurs and freelancers. 

The brief for this project was to design a 
collaborative and inspiring micro-office for 
Spaces, located in Leeds City Centre, and for it to 
include a cafe, event and meeting space, work 
area and a break/relax area. 

The site is in the Victoria Quarter, opposite from 
Cross Arcade and the  design is inspired by Leeds 
markets and train station. 

MY CONCEPT 
WAS 

PERSONALITY 
- TO ALLOW 
CONSUMERS 

TO 
PERSONALISE 

THEIR 
WORKSPACES 
TO HELP WITH 
PRODUCTIVITY.



GROUND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR 
RECEPTION AREA VISUAL

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Entrance

Reception 
Area

Cafe Area

On the ground floor is the reception where members can 
sign in and the cafe which includes a communal dining 
table for socialising with an eclectic collection of chairs 
where the consumer can choose which one to use. The 
cafe area has a large countertop for when breakfast 
and lunchtime spreads are laid out for members. There 
are also booths to the side of the floor that have been 
inspired from old train carriage seating and add more 
collaborative workspace in a break time setting.

GROUND FLOOR CAFE SEATING VISUAL

GROUND FLOOR BOOTHS VISUAL28
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BASEMENT
The basement floor is the event and meeting area with tiered 
seating, a projector screen, a stage and seperate booth seating 
for small group meetings. 

The toilets are also on this floor and a store room for staff members 
and cleaners.

BASEMENT VISUAL

BASEMENT PLAN

BASEMENT BOOTHS VISUAL 

BOOTHS SKETCH



THE SEATING ABOVE THE BOOTHS AND THE ALCOVE SEATING 
INSIDE THE TIERED SEATING IS INCLUDED TO UTILISE THE SMALL 
SPACE AND TO CREATE MORE VARIETY AND CHOICE OF SEATING.

The mini ampitheatre style tiered seating, 
projector screen and stage can be used 
for presentations, large meetings and 
events.

The lighting colours can also be 
changed for preference and the walls are 
soundproofed with hexagon foam tiles.

The use of the hexagon shape ties in 
to the Spaces brand logo which is used 
throughout the building.

BASEMENT

BASEMENT TIERED SEATING VISUALALCOVE SEATING 
SKETCHES
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The first floor is the main work area. There is varied 
seating to fit to each style of working including soft 
seating and standing desks. 

This floor has a  Personalisation Station where consumers 
can choose items, like lamps and plants, to take to their 
workspace for the day. As much is customisable as 
possible to allow each member to tailor their workspace.

FIRST FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR SOFA AREA VISUAL

FIRST FLOOR SOFA AREA VISUAL 2

PEOPLE EACH WORK DIFFERENTLY SO IN THE 
DESIGN IS A VARIETY OF SPACES TO WORK AT TO 
FIT EACH INDIVIDUAL’S WORKING STYLE.

The soft seating area with the whiteboard is designed for more 
informal group working or relaxed working.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN



FIRST FLOOR
The Personalisation Station is a walk through area where members can 
pick up and choose items that they want to take with them to their 
chosen workspace of the day. Items include lamps, plants and photo 
frames.

In this area are also the printing facilities and a noticeboard where 
members can pin their business cards, flyers and information for other 
members to see. 

There is a small meeting and presentation area on the outside of the 
Station to utilise space and there is a walkway to walk by the side of the 
Station so that members do not have to walk through it every time.

FIRST FLOOR PERSONALISATION STATION 1

FIRST FLOOR PERSONALISATION STATION 2

FIRST FLOOR PERSONALISATION STATION EXTERIOR
32
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FIRST FLOOR
The front of the first floor is the main office workspace with different desks 
for individual working. There are seated desks and standing desks which are 
bespoke Hi-Macs Solid Surface that are adapted from dissecting a hexagon 
shape.

The black powder coated steel high desks that are designed with the phrase 
‘‘climb the ladder to success’’ in mind. The stacked desks create more space 
but also add some fun and creativity into the workplace.

FIRST FLOOR HIGH DESKS VISUAL

FIRST FLOOR DESK WORKSPACE VISUAL 1

FIRST FLOOR DESK WORKSPACE VISUAL 2



 The second floor is the break/relax area which includes a mixture of 
seating for socialising and relaxing.

There is a tiered seating area for communal socialising with changeable 
lighting, a soft seating desk area for relaxed working or crafts, more 
private seating areas for reading or socialising, a bean bag area for 
console games and the suspended seating area with an interchangeable 
modular swinging bench.

SECOND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR VISUAL 1

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR 
VISUAL 2

SECOND FLOOR VISUAL 334
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B&Q PLUMBING PLAY
SECOND YEAR PROJECT
RDW RETAIL DESIGN STUDENT AWARDS COMPETITION

This project was designed for the Retail Design Student Awards competition. The 
brief for this project was to design an area that would create footfall to the plumbing 
department of B&Q.

Many familes visit B&Q and it can be an unstimulating place for children but it has the 
potential to be  a place of learning for all ages. 

B&Q Plumbing Play would be an area for children of varying ages and their parents to 
understand and learn about plumbing by getting a tactile experience of some of the 
products from the plumbing department in a fun and engaging way.

The design took inspiration from the Tokyo Toilet and Human Waste Museum and 
Makoto Tanijiri’s Nature Factory.

Different games have been designed for different ages with 
heights and reach taken into careful consideration. 

The Ball Drop Wall would be made from FloPlast pipes and 
would be an activity for families to enjoy by working together. 
The interactive Speedfit screen kiosk games simulate a leak 
on the floor when the game is not completed correctly. There 
is also a small slide, bridge and crawl tunnel designed for the 
youngest of the family to learn about what happens to the 
water that they use.
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DESERT ALIVE
HUDDERSFIELD
FIRST YEAR PROJECT

Desert Alive is a specialist Cacti 
and Succulent florist, located in 
Huddersfield near the University. 
This florist brief was chosen as many 
students keep houseplants and cacti 
and succulents are very popular but 
some people are not sure on how to 
care for them.

Location: 18 Kirkgate
Huddersfield
HD1 2RT

Desert Alive is the proposed design for a florist 
that specifically sells Cacti and Succulents. In 
the centre and close to the Uni, it’s a perfect 
site for customer access.

Location: 18 Kirkgate
Huddersfield
HD1 2RT

Desert Alive is the proposed design for a florist 
that specifically sells Cacti and Succulents. In 
the centre and close to the Uni, it’s a perfect 
site for customer access.
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Location: 18 Kirkgate
Huddersfield
HD1 2RT

Desert Alive is the proposed design for a florist 
that specifically sells Cacti and Succulents. In 
the centre and close to the Uni, it’s a perfect 
site for customer access.

The colours of the interior 
take inspiration from the 
colourful houses in South 
America where many species 
of cacti and succulents are 
found.

39



There is a wrapping station 
and also a plant A&E for plant 
care information and a drop 
off area for specialists to 
nurse plants back to health. 
There are also staff facilities 
up on the first floor.
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